We report the observation of magnetic and resistive aging in a self assembled nanoparticle system produced in a multilayer Co/Sb sandwich. The aging decays are characterized by an initial slow decay followed by a more rapid decay in both the magnetization and resistance. The decays are large accounting for almost 70% of the magnetization and almost 40% of the resistance for samples 
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I. INTRODUCTION
Since the early 1980s the ability to produce nanostructured magnetic materials has lead to a variety of new and useful effects. The discovery of Giant Magnetoresistance (GMR) in Fe/Cr multilayer sandwiches in the late 1980s ushered in a new era in electronics with a solid-state device which on a local scale can effectively perform the same function as the Faraday effect [1, 2] .
Producing functionality in the solid-state can offer many advantages including miniaturization and cost. The formation of nanoparticles and nanoparticle assemblies offer an added dimension to the mix as nanoparticles often show significantly different properties than their bulk counterparts. Berkowitz et al. [3] produced heterogeneous Cu-Co alloys which as deposited showed spinglass like behavior. In these types of materials the competing long range RKKY ferro and antiferromagnetic exchange interactions coupled with the spatial disorder of the Co, in the matrix, produce a spin glass state for < 25%
Co [4] . They also found that after enhanced aging (annealing at high temperature), phase separation occurs producing Co rich particles with an average diameter of 4 nm and an average spacing of 8 nm. The system then displayed GMR. There have been many other studies on noninteracting and interacting Co nanoparti-cles monodispersed on surfaces and in matrices, particularly insulating matrices [5, 6] often much too slow to be experimentally quantified [12] .
In some cases where an understanding of time dependence can have important economic or cultural value, for example in pharmaceuticals [13] , food storage [14] , document preservation [15] we use the term aging to describe the temporal evolution of our samples at a given temperature.
II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
The samples used in the study were deposited in a After observing the aging decays we attempted to reinitialize the samples to determine if we were dealing with chemical or physical aging. Holding the sample (35 o C deposited) at 400 K in 1 T for 24 hours did not reset the sample back to its initial condition. We also tried placing the samples (for short periods of time 10 s-60 s) into a preheated oven over a range of temperatures varying from 700 K to 1100 K. We were not able to reset the sample and began to conclude that chemical aging was likely.
We set out to eliminate the possibility that chemical aging occurs due to the substrate or due to oxygen annealing. Although solid state dynamics are arguably too slow (in this temperature range 300-400 K over measuring our timescales ∼ 1x10 5 s)) for Si in the substrate or oxygen (samples were open to air) to diffuse through the 10-100 multilayers, it was considered. We should also add that either of these scenarios would likely increase the resistance not decrease it. Samples were produced on Si, Al 2 O 3 and Al foil with similar and consistent decay effects observed on each (see Figure 3) . We believe that this rules out the substrate as a major mechanism for the decay. Oxygen could also affect the magnetic moments if it diffused into these thin film samples. Oxygen could enable antiferromagnetic coupling of the Co moments through the superexchange interaction [18] . While we have not been able to rule this scenario out with magnetic experiments we did place a 100nm Au cap on a sample (as a barrier to O penetration) before aging it and found effectively the same aging behavior. This rules out
Oxygen annealing during measurement as the mechanism for the decay. The other possibility is that O combines with the Co during deposition in the vacuum chamber although the level of the vacuum suggests that this effect should not be significant.
We initially set out to produce nanoparticles of Co in a solid state Sb matrix with growth formation through a Volmer-Weber growth mechanism. In an earlier study, we deposited samples at room temperature and gave significant time (5 min) after Co deposition to maximize nanoparticle growth. Every 5 multilayers, the system was cooled for 30 minutes to maintain a deposition temperature of approximately room temperature. We found in these samples magnetic signatures of 6-8nm Co nanoparticles (Peak in ZFC, ZFC-FC remanence, 100K-200K blocking temperature [19] , strong field dependence of peak, no waiting time effect). While these results will be discussed elsewhere, it was clear that we were producing small Co particles and not perfect layers. Low angle x-ray data show no evidence of superlattice peaks corroborating the lack of ideal layering. We should also point out that after aging, the nanoparticle signature disappeared. Normalized magnetization decay curves for a set of temperatures ranging from 300 K to 400 K. The curves were normalized to their maximum value. Samples were deposited at 35 o C on < 111 > face of Si. b) Normalized resistance decay curves (measured in a magnetic field of .01 T) for a set of temperatures ranging from 300 K to 400 K. The curves were normalized to their maximum value. Samples were deposited at 35 o C on < 111 > face of Si.
III. RESULTS
point of the decay curves). This time scale has previously been employed by Nordblad et al. [20] and we will utilize it to determine an effective age for each decay curve. For both the magnetization and resistance this time will be called τ i . Figure 1 shows that both the mag- in size and 1.6nm in thickness producing 91% coverage.
The nanoflakes appear to overlap and seem to have aged isotropically even though no heat treatment was applied.
We therefore conclude that the enveloping Sb layer confine the nanoparticles, slowing down migration and producing the time effects evident in Figure 1 .
IV. DISCUSSION
The time and temperature dependence of the decays in these samples indicate that the process may be thermally activated. In nature when a system in one state can transition to another state by thermally activated hopping over an energy barrier, the system can generally be described by an Arrhenius law. As written for chemical dynamics, the Arrhenius equation determines a frequency of transition k, between states at temperature T .
The time dependence for the state transition is given by the Neel-Arrhenius form [21] , that was originally used to describe the characteristic spin flip time (barrier hopping time) of superparamagnetic nanoparticles.
In Eq. 2), E a is the activation energy or barrier height, show less than 1% change from 1 T → −1 T → 1 T .
Therefore even though at first glance this system (magnetic/metallic multilayer) may appear to be a GMR system, it is not. 3) Even though the majority of the resistance decay measurements reported here were made in .01 T, to remain consistent with the magnetization mea-surements, we find that we get similar decays in zero magnetic field (see Figure 3 , upside down triangles). Therefore, this is not a magnetoresistive effect but a resistive effect.
As mentioned previously, the measured resistance of the unaged sample is approximately one order of magni-
tude greater than what we would expect from a calculation of the expected resistance of this particular multilayer sandwich. In Fig. 2a) of nanometers. This is likely the short-circuit which decreases the resistance.
Experimental analysis of the hysteresis loops taken at various times during the aging decay provides insight on possible mechanisms for the magnetization decays. In   Fig. 4 , we display results (on a single sample) for a systematic study of the magnetic hysteresis during the decay process. The sample analyzed was deposited at 50 o C.
The sample was aged at 400 K for set periods of time and the magnetization decay measured. After aging, the sample was removed from the cryostat to room temperature. The cryostat was then cooled to 300 K and the sample placed back in the cryostat for the hysteresis measurements at 300 K. During hysteresis measurements, the sample would often be held at 300 K for up to 12 hours.
At 300 K the estimated characteristic time (extrapolation of Figure 3 ) is on the order of six months, so we assumed aging would be much slower and that we could ignore the effects due to aging during the hysteresis measurements. This retardation in time scale is evident in After aging at 400 K for 600 s, we observe changes in the hysteresis loops (Fig. 4c) . While the coercive field remains similar to the unaged sample there is a distinct tilt to the hysteresis loop, the remanent magnetization controlling sample sizes [25] and separations [19] in spherical nanoparticles which may be useful but it is unclear whether they may be useful for nanoflakes.
In conclusion, we report a multilayer system which shows distinct aging properties as a function of temperature. Aging is observed as a large change in both the magnetization and resistance as a function of time. In particular a specific time can be associated with each decay and hence the system acts like a clock and a switch that, at a particular time (dependent on the temperature), can be observed to switch off or on. The timescales over which this particular time occurs in our samples range from seconds to months. The temperatures, at which these timescales are observed, range from just above room temperature up to 120 o C.
